FLY KITES NOT DRONES 2016
TAKE ACTION - 11 THINGS YOU CAN DO

1. Fly a kite in solidarity with people living under armed drones:
Saturday 19th- Monday 21st March 2016

Please send us a photo and 50 words about your event: Kitesnotdrones@gmail.com

2. Make a kite.
Instruction can be downloaded here
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B3kOSeWyneZzNGJHLXR4WmtENVE/view
See also attached instructions

3. Run a workshop
with young people from the many resources on www.flykitesnotdrones.org

4. Sing these songs
“Let's go fly a kite”: http://www.for.org.uk/events/kites-not-drones/
“We all live under the same blue sky”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6b8Vz6GZy38

5. Join us to Fly Kites at RAF Waddington, Lincoln Saturday 19th March, 1-3pm

RAF Waddington is Britain's drone centre from where armed drones were operated over
Afghanistan and are currently flying over Iraq and Syria.
- Travel : The no. 1 bus from Lincoln to Grantham leaves Lincoln bus station, which is opposite
the train station at 05 and 35 past every hour. They arrive at the bus top near the base 20
minutes later. The base is after Bracebridge Heath and before the village of Waddington on a
straight stretch of road, the A607. The base is off to the left down a short track. The buses return
on the hour and half hour.

6. Use our questionnaire with passers-by at
your Fly Kites Not Drones event.
The questionnaire can be used to undertake a
local opinion poll on drones as well as a discussion
starter. Questionnaire can be downloaded from

7. Get people to sign the petition against drone
targeted killing
download here:
https://dronecampaignnetwork.wordpress.com/201
5/09/28/petition-stop-british-drone-targeted-killings/

8. Draw a life sized chalked drone shadow, for instructions see:
http://booktwo.org/files/Drone-Shadow-Handbook.pdf

9. Write to your MP asking for:
- a complete banning of weaponised drones
- Rigorous legislation on armed drones until remote controlled
killing is banned

10. Buy a Fly Kites Not Drones tee shirt and wear it.
They cost £12 plus £2 post and packing and are made of fairly
traded cotton. They are all gold and black and come in xsmall,
small, medium, large, xlarge and xxlarge. To order contact
dronecampaignnetwork@riseup.net

11. Buy a Fly Kites Not Drones badge –
£1 each or £8 for 10

Do any or all of the above! Whatever you do you will be acting in solidarity with young people
living under drones and getting people to think about this important issue

